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Aims 
Hevea brasiliensis cultivation is nearly the only source of production of natural rubber, an irreplaceable strategic 
commodity upon which are dependent various industrial sectors. The worldwide area of rubber tree cultivation 
has continuously increased still the beginning of the 20th century, except in South and Central America, where an 
endemic disease has prevented its development. This foliar disease, called South American Leaf Blight (SALB), is 
due to the Ascomycota fungus Microcyclus ulei. It causes severe foliar decay and can end in the death of trees of 
the most susceptible cultivars, such as high yielding cultivars from Asia or Africa.  
The objective of the present project is to enforce and develop the research investment in molecular genetics of 
SALB tolerance initiated with the CMB project. It is proposed to combine complementary actions in genetic 
mapping and in candidate genes identification for speeding the characterization of genetics factors of natural 
resistance to SALB and ultimately setting a marker-aided selection program. 
 
Results 
QTL analysis of a durable resistance (MDF180) – [subproject 1] 
A new resistance to SALB has recently been described in the cultivar MDF180 originated from Peru (Le Guen et 
al. 2008, Crop Prot, 27:1498-1503), lasting for more than 30 years in areas under high inoculum pressure. 
Resistance of MDF180 to SALB is characterized by the complete absence of sexual phase of the fungus 
(teleomorph), a limited asexual sporulation, and no foliar decay. Pseudo-testcross QTL mapping was performed 
on 298 F1 descendants from a Susceptible(PB260)xMDF180 cross, located in French Guiana. On this progeny, we 
built a genetic map encompassing 256 markers (95 AFLPs and 177 SSRs) and leading to a sufficient coverage of 
the 18 Hevea chromosomes. Surprisingly, the genetic determinism of this durable resistance is relatively simple, 
being genetically supported mainly by one major gene (linkage group g15), governing resistance to Guianese 
strains of the fungus, and a strong QTL (linkage group g13), efficient against Brazilian strains. 
 
Fine mapping of a major resistance gene from FX2784 – [subproject 1] 
We previously identified and mapped an other major resistance gene, governing the complete resistance of the 
FX2784 cultivar. Using SSR mapping of 125 F1 individuals located in French Guiana, we mapped this major gene 
on the linkage group g2. In the present project, we localized more accurately this major gene by SSR mapping on 
a population of 295 additional F1 individuals from FX2784, evaluated for SALB resistance in Brazil (Michelin PEM 
estate, Mato Grosso). The results confirm that the same locus explain the complete resistance in the both 
locations (French Guiana and Brazil) and the mapping results are highly congruent. Two SSR markers flank the 
resistance locus at 5 cM. 
 
Candidate genes identification – [subproject 3] 
Candidate genes (ESTs) were first identified and cloned using SSH approach based on “Susceptible vs 
Resistance” or “Inoculated vs Non-inoculated” subtraction. A sub-set of candidate genes was then defined among 
the 6992 cloned SSH-unigenes using expression analysis by macroarrays hybridizations. Three hundred eighty 
two ESTs, over- or under-expressed during infection, were retained for further map integration.  
 
EST-SSRs identification and mapping – [subproject 2] 
We apply several genotyping methods for polymorphic genetic marker development and candidate ESTs 
mapping. First of all, we search for SSR repeats (di- to hexa-nucleotide repeats) in the whole set of unigenes 
using the ESTtik software. We found 287 ESTs with at least 1 SSR motif. Genetic polymorphism and mapping 
were carried out on 54 EST-SSRs using the bin-mapping method.  
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Perspectives 
During the third and last year of the project (2010), the following research activities will be carried out: 
a) Genetic mapping – [subproject 1]: SSR mapping of 2 additional progenies located at the Michelin PMB 
estate (Bahia, Brazil: PB260xMDF180 & WxFDR5597). 
b) QTL mapping and diversity of genetic determinisms – [subproject 1]: field evaluation of SALB resistance 
for 3 progenies in Brazil (PB260xFX2784; PB260xMDF180; WxFDR5597); SALB resistance evaluation in 
controlled conditions of 1 fourth progeny in French Guiana (PB260xRO38); QTL mapping finalized at the end of 
2010, when complete phenotypic data available 
c) Candidate genes characterization – [subproject 3]: expression analysis by Q-PCR of a subset of candidate 
ESTs 
d) Genetic markers development and candidate genes mapping in 4 progenies – [subproject 2]: achievement 
of EST-SSRs mapping; EST-SNPs identification and mapping using HRM genotyping method; development of 
genetic markers from BAC clone sequences, corresponding to candidate genes and/or to chromosome regions 
containing major genes/QTLs. 
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